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ABSTRACT 

 

Product development (PD) is amongst the most critical and complex process for any 

organization in this globalized world. It requires innovation and advancement which 

requires complex learning (feedback) loops. Increasing worldwide rivalry among 

competitors forces the firms to invest in PD for developing new products at an 

inexorably quicker pace. This directive places a generous weight on engineering groups 

to develop better products and at the same moment develop products faster. The success 

of any new product development (NPD) projects is the need of the hour for the survival 

of any organization in the global market. 

Every organization tries to fulfill maximum needs of the target customers to increase 

their market share. This puts enormous pressure on PD team to strike balance between 

product risks and modularity in a product architecture based on the diversity of 

consumer needs. Designing a product is an iterative process because most of the 

elements are interlinked with some other elements. Changes in one element force the 

product developers to make changes in another element. This complexity requires a tool 

to capture and show the PD team all conceivable relationships among the various 

components of a product or process beforehand so that it becomes easy to plan the PD 

stages with fewer iterations. 

The most acknowledged tool in this regard is the Design Structure Matrix (DSM). It is 

an exceptionally supportive instrument for representing and breaking down the design 

of an individual framework, for example, a product, a process, or an organization. By 

capturing the relationships among the various elements of the same domain, DSM of 

any development process provides valuable awakening. Primarily, it clearly uncovers 

which information exchanges will cause design iterations and which don't.  

This study has discussed and clearly explained the construction, reading and working 

with DSM and other modified tools based on DSM’s philosophy like Domain Mapping 

Matrix (DMM), Multi-Domain Matrix (MDM) and Connectivity Maps. It also 

explained one of the widely used tools known as Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 

or House of Quality. Just like many other tools, these tools have been implemented in 

diverse areas outside its original space, as scholars and researchers have tried to use 
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their benefits. This research focuses on PD and audits the major work done in 

implementation and utilization of DSM and other tools in PD to manage complex 

relationships. 

This study has distinctively discussed that all the current methods have some sort of 

drawbacks in capturing complex relationships that are critical to the PD and that there 

is strong need to improve the existing methods or develop a new method. 

The connective MDM developed in this research is based on the concept of connectivity 

maps and MDM. It shows, with an example, the benefits accrued from it as it gives a 

clear picture of the cause of a relationship helping in the identification of key 

relationships or emerging factors and the level of relationships. At the end of this 

research, it further provides the directions for future research dedicated to augmenting 

PD process' effectiveness. The implications of this research will help companies to 

easily identify the critical relationship combinations of different elements of a product 

or activities while designing product architecture, which requires more focus for the 

success of any project. 

 

 

Keywords: Product Development, Product Architecture, Design Structure Matrix, 

Domain Mapping Matrix, Multi-Domain Matrix, Connectivity Map. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Product Development (PD) processes have an extremely significant role in achieving 

aggressive competitive edge and success of any product or services. PD is significant 

in light of the fact that any new product is specifically connected with competition for 

many organizations’ success. (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991; Jensen and Harmsen, 2001). 

New product development (NPD) is seen as a champion among the most critical scope 

of company's ability identified with business accomplishment (Guo, 2008). Any 

reasonable person would agree that if any firm is losing its focused position, it can be 

credited to products or services that are not aggressive (Yadav et.al., 2007). 

With increasing development and income, market has begun to felt the requirements of 

new products every now and then to satisfy their needs. Thus there is a lot of space for 

companies to develop and improve their products or services to deliver what is actually 

needed by the customers to occupy a large market share and increase their revenue. 

For this companies needs to develop a new product or improve the existing product. 

Engineering and building complex products pose both specialized technical and 

administrative difficulties. With adding the geographical, cultural, and age diversity it 

becomes difficult to contain the needs of all the customers which may vary due to such 

diversity. Thus to fulfill these needs and to save the cost of developing a very new 

product, companies prefer modularity to enable the postponement of the changes. 

Modularity increases the number of components and this further increases the 

complexity as it becomes difficult for the PD team to capture and visualize the 

relationships between different components of a product. 

The blend of the distinctive components (or subsystems) into the conclusive product 

(or structures) requires the identification and comprehension of the relationships among 

the diverse components. To address such technical complexities PD teams generally 

aim towards decomposing the development procedure thoroughly into smaller and 

easier components (i.e. activities, components, and subsystems) which are dealt with 

by different PD groups. Decomposition is very useful in containing the specialized, 
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technical, complex and multi-sided design and helps to address administrative 

complexity reducing the number of iterations.  

A few research scholars have proposed matrix-based models for system modeling and 

study aimed at capturing the relationships, dependencies or linkages among various 

elements of the products or activities. (Steward 1962, 1981, Warfield 1973, Kehat and 

Shacham 1973). In general, matrix based methods are preferred for capturing the 

relationships because they are simple and compact approach that has proved successful 

in representing a system and capturing the relationship between different system 

elements. (Steward et. all, 1962) 

A matrix model was introduced by Steward (1962, 1981) who called it ‘design structure 

matrix’ (DSM) and elaborated few algorithms for manipulating the matrix as a tool for 

systems design. Thereafter, DSM usage has led to the development of domain mapping 

matrices (DMMs) and multidomain matrices (MDMs). DMM is a rectangular two-

dimensional matrix tool used to represent and analyze dependencies and relationships 

between two different domains. Using DSM and DMM a new matrix came into a 

picture called Multi-Domain Matrix (MDM) which captures the relationships between 

multiple domains. MDM have broadened the capabilities and applications of matrix-

based models in complex systems and provided further insights. Such capabilities have 

become increasingly beneficial and important in this age of ever-increasing complex 

projects, products, processes, organizations, and other systems. Finally, the quality 

function deployment (QFD) method given by Hauser and Clausing (1988) is another 

matrix-based model for systems design and analysis in an engineering context. QFD is 

an example of a relationship map to make an interpretation of customer needs into 

design and engineering requirements through a matrix known as the ‘house of quality’. 

Using symbols and numerical rankings, the matrix compactly yet  exhaustively speaks 

to the connections between customer needs, specifications, competitive products, and 

engineering metrics. 

The methods mentioned above lacks in one or another way. Most importantly, they fail 

in capturing the logic or cause of the dependencies or relationships. To overcome this 

a new method was developed by Yassine et.all, 2003 called Connectivity Map (C-Map), 

a more complex matrix-based tool, combining two relationship maps into a single 
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matrix. Still cannot cater the needs when a project have to deal with more than 3 

domains. 

Therefore, the purpose of this research is to explore existing matrix based methods 

capturing the relationships in PD process and to develop a structured model that can 

easily capture various relations among multiple factors or components of PD and 

capable of finding out the root or cause of that relationship through another factor in a 

multi-domain environment.  

1.1 Motivation for Research: 

Relationships & connections can exist among the components of the same domain and 

between the components of different domains. Thus making the product and its 

development process very complex and capturing connections between subsidiary 

components vital to take care of product architecture if the product has to be robust 

and fruitful. This multi-faceted nature makes the essential connections between the 

elements difficult to visualize and communicate. The main source of difficulty is a 

lack of models capable of capturing all of these elements and their dependencies in a 

single, but simple, way (Yassine, Ali, et al., 2003). All the mentioned matrix-based 

tools provide somewhat insight into the dependency structure of a complex system or 

process (i.e. a dependency map). But only C-Map captures capture the logic behind 

these dependencies. That is if a component of domain A is shown to relate to another 

component of domain B, it is not clear why and how this relationship exists and how 

can this relationship can affect the components of domain C. It is highly beneficial to 

know that element of A is related to element of B through some components of C to 

reduce the number of iterations. 

However, C-Maps still remains a two-dimensional matrix capturing relationships 

among two domains via third domain. But even for only three domains one may have 

to refer three different C-Maps to visualize different relations for different reasons. 

The number of C-Maps needed to refer increases with increase in number of domains. 

Therefore, there is a scope to develop a comprehensible method having single matrix 

capable of capturing all possible interactions like MDM and the mutual influences they 

have on each other. 
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1.2 Structure of the Dissertation: 

This dissertation report is organized into six chapters as shown in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1 – Outline2of2dissertation 

Chapter 1: This chapter discusses the topic of the study, its motivation, and need of 

study. It outlays the objectives of the research. Finally, the layout and content of the 

chapters are described. 

Chapter 2 provides theory and literature review of PD, PA and currently used methods 

for capturing relationships in PD like DSM, DMM, MDM, and C-Maps. The gathered 

in-depth information is summarized in a tabular form clearly differentiating between 

DSM, DMM, and MDM. It also explains the working of each method. 

Chapter 3 consists of the description of the research methodology. Each step of research 

is clearly demarcated and explained here maintaining the actual flow of research giving 

the clear insight of what is done and how. 

In Chapter 4, the results of the current method are compared with the new method. The 

analysis of interactions among the various factors and key attributes emerging and the 

cause of their emergence using the new method is discussed. The data analysis and 

results of the whole study are documented in this chapter.  

Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 2 Theoritical Background & Literature Review

Chapter 3 Research Methodology

Chapter 4 Analysis and Results

Chapter 5 Discussion and Conclusion

Chapter 6 Limitations & Future Scope
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Chapter 5 discusses the consequences of the study and reports the conclusions drawn 

from the study. Normative advice is provided for the PD team of any industry to use 

this new method.  

Chapter 6 lists the limitations of this research study, and suggestions are made to 

show the path for future research scope. 
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Chapter 2 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND & LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Literature Review is of huge significance to figure out response to any research and 

exploration question to accumulate in-depth information on the subject so that a 

superior comprehension of the issue can be accomplished. The literature review is the 

basis for a study and contributes to the formulation of an answer to the proposed 

research question (Cooper and Schindler, 2008). 

There are various matrix-based methods for system modeling and analysis in PD 

helping in finding relevant linkages among intra-domain and inter-domains. In this 

chapter, the literature review portion is organized into four sections, each providing a 

theoretical background and addressing the research and literature available on the 

following four areas- DSM, DMM, MDM, and C-Maps. 

 

2.1.   Product Development 

PD is an arrangement of steps that incorporates the conceptualization, design, 

development and promoting of recently made products or services. The target of PD 

is to prepare, maintain and raise an organization's overall market share by fulfilling a 

buyer’s request. Eppinger defined PD as the steps of activities beginning with the 

perception of a market opportunity and ending in the production, sale and delivery of 

a product (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2000).  

Adaptability of the PD procedure alludes to the capacity to design reliable product in 

the light of an evolving situation. However, the adaptability and adequacy of PD 

processes rely on various other variables, for example, design exercises and tools 

utilized, their planning and scheduling, basic leadership approaches, information flow 

structure, and quality and accessibility of information.  

2.1.1. Product development process:  

According to Karl. T. Ulrich and Steven D. Eppinger, PDP can be divided into six 

phases as follow (Ulrich et.al., 2009): 

Phase 0: Planning is frequently alluded as 'phase zero' as it precedes the project 

approval and launch of the genuine PD process. This phase starts with corporate 
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strategy and incorporates evaluation of technology development and market goals. 

The output of this stage is the 'Mission Statement', which indicates the target market, 

business objectives, constraints, and key assumptions. 

Phase 1: Concept development phase consists of generation and evaluation of 

alternative product concepts addressing the needs of the target market. A concept is 

a description of form, function, and features of a product accompanied by a set of 

specifications, and competitive and financial analysis. 

Phase 2: System-level design phase includes the definition of the product 

architecture and the decomposition of product into sub-systems and components. 

The final assembly scheme for the production system is usually defined in this phase. 

Phase 3: Detail design phase includes the complete specifications of the shape, size, 

geometry, and tolerances of all the unique parts of the product and the identification 

of standard parts to be purchased from suppliers. The critical issues of production 

cost and robust performance are addressed in this phase. 

Phase 4: Testing and refinement phase involves the construction and testing of 

multiple prototypes of the product. The prototypes are tested and refinements are 

done to make better quality product best suited for consumer needs. 

Phase 5: Production ramp-up phase is the final phase of product manufacturing 

where the actual product is made using the intended production system. The purpose 

of the ramp-up is to train the workforce and to work out any remaining problems in 

the production process. 

 

Figure 2.1. Phases of Product Design (Adapted from Ulrich et.al., 2009) 
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2.2. Product Architecture 

Product2architecture (PA) is2the scheme2by which2the functional2elements 

of2the2product are2arranged into2physical chunks2and by2which2the2chunks2interact 

(Eppinger et.al., 1994). In phase 2 i.e. System level design PA comes into the picture. 

PA has very profound2implications for2how the2product is2planned, 

designed2and2made, even how they are sold, utilised and repaired, and so forth. The 

influence of PA is felt during assembly. 

Strictly speaking, there are two types of PA exists: 

a) Modular: In this, each functional element or function is2implemented by2exactly 

one  single physical2chunk  

b) Integrated: In2this a2single2chunk implements many functions i.e. one chunk 

implements more than one function. 

2.2.1. Considerations at product architecting (Ulrich et.al., 2009): 

 By what means will it influence the capacity to offer product variety? 

 By what means will it influence the product cost?  

 By what means will it influence the design lead time?  

 By what means will it influence the development process management? 

2.2.2. Influences of Product Architecture: 

 During Product Development 

 Howifamilies andiplatforms areistructured? 

 Howifunctions areirealized? 

 Howireuse andistandardization areiaccomplished? 

 Howidevelopment workiis dividediup? 

 Whereisubassemblyiand moduleiboundariesiare? 

 WhereiDFCs go? 

 DuringiProductioniSystem Design 

 Assemblyisequences 

 Reuseiofifacilities andiknowledge  

 Planningiforiflexibility 

 Sharingiof facilitiesitoimatchicapacityitoidemand 
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 Duringimanufacturing andiassembly 

 Whereiproductionihappens 

 Howicustomeriorders2areifulfilled 

 Howiunpredictableidemandipatterns areimet 

 DuringiUse2 

 Howiservice isidelivered2 

 How theiproductiisiupdated2 

 Howitheiproduct isirecycled2 

Table 2.1  - Difference Between Modular and Integral 

Adapted from (MacDuffie, 2000) 

Modular Integral 

Chunks are independent of each other 

functionally and5physically 

Chunks are inter-dependent  among each 

other 

Standard, pre-designed5interfaces can 

be5used  that can remain the same even 

if internal characteristics5change 

Interfaces are tailored  to the chunks and 

are dependent on functional behaviour 

Modules5can be5specialized5to their 

individual@contributions to@overall 

function  and  can  be used 

interchangeably 

Chunks are tailored to2their application 

and@cannot be interchanged without 

requiring changes to other chunks 

Standard interfaces are physically 

separate from the module and thus 

waste other design5resources such as 

space or5weight; interfaces are “weak” 

Interfaces can be integral to the chunk, 

saving space or weight; interfaces are 

“strong” 

Interface@management, if@planned 

properly, can provide flexibility5during 

production 

Interface management occurs entirely 

during5design and2is2frozen; it5is2not 

aimed2at2flexibility5after2design 

Businessiperformance mayibe favoured Technicaliperformance mayibe favoured 

2.2.3. Factors affecting architecture modularity or degree of Modularity (Ulrich et.al., 

2009): 

• Product changes2 
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• Product variety2 

• Component standardization2 

• Product performance2 

• Manufacturability2 

• Product2development management2 

Seeing at these factors, in present world, most of the product are neither strictly 

‘modular’ nor strictly ‘integral’. Companies are choosing actually mixture of these two 

strategies according to their capability and need. Hence degree of modularity varies, 

from product to product and company to company. More the degree of modularity more 

difficult it is to manufacture and integrate that product. So as the modularity increases 

complexity in product development increases and no. of tasks increases per product. 

And as the task increases the confusion arises as when and which task to be done as 

many tasks are interrelated to each other and may need some information from one or 

more tasks. More importantly, their order has to be maintained for each product to 

reduce variation and error. So the need for the tool arises here which can tell us when 

to do a task. 

Hence DSM comes into the picture to resolve all these problems which made product 

development much easier in concurrent time than before. 

 

2.3. Design Structure Matrix (DSM) 

Complexity is usually present in any business and is a big challenge. Managing complex 

systems is therefore2a core competency to successfully run any2business (“Technical 

DSM Tutorial”). An2engineering2 team who responsible2in developing2different 

module2of PA should2 work together2in order2to obtain2product2architecture as 

a2blueprint of2the project. It2is common2 to breakdown2 system or2 product into2 smaller 

elements2 as follows: subsystems, modules2 and component2and2define the2interactions 

between2components and2subsystems. In2 order to2achieve the2performance2of 

the2system as a whole, these2elements must2be integrated2 to work2 together. One2of the 

method to develop2product2architecture is2 Design Structure2Matrix (DSM). 

The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is a5simple5tool that perform5both the analysis 

and the5management of complex5systems. It2enables the2user to2model,ivisualize, 
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and2analyse the5dependencies2among the5entities of2any2system and5derive 

suggestions2for2the improvement2or5synthesis2of2a2system (“Technical DSM 

Tutorial”).  

The Design5Structure5Matrix (DSM) is5also known as: 

 Dependency Structure Matrix 

 Dependency5Source2Matrix 

 Dependency5Structure Method 

 Problem5Solving Matrix5(PSM) 

 Design5Precedence Matrix 

 

A DSM is a square matrix, i.e. it has an equal number of rows and columns, which 

shows relationships between elements in a system.  Since the behaviour of many 

systems is largely2determined2by2interactions2between their2constituent2elements, 

DSMs2have become very2useful2and2important2in2recent2years (“Technical DSM 

Tutorial”). 

 

Figure 2.2 – Example of DSM (IC Convention) and its equivalent node-link diagram 

(Adapted from Browning, 2016) 

 

Compared to other system modeling methods, a DSM has two main advantages: 

 It2provides2a very2simple/and2concise method2to represent2a/complex2system. 

 It/is/amenable to few/powerful analyses, like2clustering and sequencing 

(“Technical DSM Tutorial”). 
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Steward’s work on systems of equations in the early 1960s led to the first papers on 

DSM (Steward, 1967) as internal reports for general electric, but it was not until 1981 

that his book (Steward, 1967a) and paper (Steward, 1967b) were published. 

Aside from some citations by Warfield (e.g., Warfield, 1974), few references to 

Steward’s DSM works can be found until the late 1980s, when 

researchers2at2Massachusetts2Institute of2Technology (MIT), Cambridge, MA, USA, 

and2NASA began to apply and extend the method. The 1990s saw several 

developments, including the broadening of DSM applications beyond Steward’s 

temporal models to include static models of organizations and products. The new 

millennium brought an explosion of DSM research and applications across multiple 

industries and contexts. Browning’s 2001 review of the DSM literature cited about 100 

DSM papers; there have been over 1000 since. These developments are of great interest 

to researchers1andipractitioners; therefore, it is valuable to provide an organized 

account of the evolving landscape to consolidate progress and provide a foundation for 

further advancement. Primarily targeting practitioners, Eppinger and Browning’s recent 

book (Eppinger and Browning, 2012) provided an introduction to DSM methods along 

with 44 industrial application examples. Primarily targeting researchers, a survey was 

conducted on recent DSM extensions and innovations in the scholarly literature and 

illuminates areas with a plethora of publications as well as areas offering excellent 

research opportunities. (Browning, 2016) 

Further, the work on DSM in PD was categorized by Browning in 2016, as: 

a) Building Product DSMs 

 Increasing model consistency and inter-rater reliability 

 Distinguishing types and strengths of interfaces/relationships 

 Constructing software architecture DSMs automatically from source code 

 Constructing a product DSM automatically from other models 

 Building function-to-function, concept-to-concept, and other types of product 

DSMs 

b) Displaying Product DSMs 

 Showing nested module/subsystem structures with hierarchical DSMs 

 Showing varied types and strengths of interfaces/relationships 

 Showing change probability and impact as mini-graphs in the DSM 
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 Using DSM appendages to show external relationships 

 Showing multiple product variants with a three-dimensional DSM 

c) Analyzing Product DSMs 

 Determining product modules 

 Determining product modules 

 Clustering via evolutionary algorithms 

 Clustering with the criterion of component volatility and option value 

 Sequencing to determine architectural levels 

 Analyzing change propagation 

 

2.3.1. Reading a DSM 

One5major5benefit of DSM is5that it's graphical/nature/of the5matrix display 

format.  This matrix providesoa veryocompact, easily5scalable, and0readable 

representation of a system architecture. The figure5given below shows a5simple 

DSM2model/of2a5system with2six5different2elements. The5diagonal2cells of5the 

matrix represent5the system elements.  To5keep the matrix compact, the elements’ full 

names are5listed to5the left of the5rows and can also5be written above in the5columns 

rather than in the diagonal cells. Each diagonal cell possesses potential to5have inputs 

entering from5its top and the bottom5and the outputs leaving from5matrix’ left and 

right sides.  The marks in5the off-diagonal5cells identify the sources and the 

destinations@of these input@and@output interactions. Examining5any rowi in thei 

matrix/revealsi all of5the outputsi fromi thei elementi in that5row (whichiareiinputs 

to5other0elements).  Looking0downiany columniof5theimatrix showsiall ofithe5inputs 

to the element5in that column (which5are outputs from5other elements). 

ManyADSMAresourcesause5theaopposite/convention, theatranspose of the matrix, 

with0an5element’s inputs5shown in its row and5its outputs shown5in its 

column.  Following notation5for these two conventions have been developed as follow 

(“Technical DSM Tutorial”): 

 IR/FAD (Input in Rows/Feedback Above the Diagonal) convention:  DSM 

with5inputs.shown.in5rows, outputs in.columns; hence, any55feedback55marks55will 

appear above the5diagonal. 
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 IC/FBD (Input in Columns/Feedback Below the Diagonal) convention:  DSM 

with5inputs shown5in columns, outputs in5rows; hence, any feedback55marks 

will55appear below the55diagonal. 

Thevtwo conventionsv convey thevsamevinformation; eachvis justvthe matrix 

transpose2of the@other.  Both@are@widely@used  because@of@the  diverse@roots/of 

matrix-based@tools for@modelling@systems (“Technical DSM Tutorial”). 

 

Figure 2.3 – Example of DSM (Adapted from “Technical DSM Tutorial”) 

 

For example, as per IC/FBD convention, in/the/figure/2.3, reading/across/row 2, we/see 

that/element 2/provides/outputs to/elements 3/and 4.  Reading/down column/5, we/see 

that/element 5/receives inputs/from elements/1, 3, and/4.  Thus, a mark in/an/off-

diagonal cell (e.g., cell/3,5) represents/an interaction/that is/both an/input and an 

output, depending/on whether/one takes/the perspective/of/its provider (element/3) 

or/its/receiver (element/5). 

Types of Relationship in DSM 

From the table 2.2 one can make following conclusions: 

a) Parallel – Tasks A and task B are mutually independent of each other and can be 

started together. 

b) Sequential – Task A and Task B form a linear chain or sequence and B can be 

started after A is finished. 

c) Coupled – Both tasks A and B are mutually interdependent and have to be done 

together 
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Table 2.2 – Types of Relationship in DSM (Adapted from Jayprakash, 2015) 

 

 

To the right5of thexDSM&inVaboveVfigure are/node-directedvlink diagram 

equivalentsvofvportionsvof thevDSM.  Notenthat2elements21nand22nform2a2linear 

chain or2sequence, while2elements 3 and24 are2independent, and2elements25 and26 

are2interdependent or2coupled. 

Thisnsimple2DSM examplenisncalled a2binary DSMnbecause the2off-diagonalnmarks 

indicateVmerely theVpresence orVabsence ofVanVinteraction.  TheVbinaryVDSM 

representation2can bevextended in2many waysvby including2further.attributes of2the 

interactions, such/as the2number ofvinteractionsvand/or2the importance, impact, or 

strength2of each/whichnmight benrepresented bynusingnonenor more numerical2values, 

symbols, nshadings, or2colours instead2of just the binary2marks inveachvof  the2off-

diagonalvcells.  This2extended form/of/DSM and is called/a numerical2DSM 

(“Technical DSM Tutorial”). Below given2is an example2of Numerical DSM: 

 

Figure 2.4 – Example of Numerical DSM (Adapted from “Technical DSM Tutorial”) 

 

Additional attributes2of thevelements themselvesvmayvalso be2included byvadding 

morevcolumns2to thevleftvofvthe square2matrix tovdescribe, forvexample, thevtype, 

owner, orvstatus ofveachvelement.  Additionalvattributes of2thevinteractions, such2as 
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theirvnames,,requirements, etc. are2usually keptvin separate2repositoriesvbut may2be 

linkedvto thevDSM cells2byvnumerical identification2numbers orvindices (“Technical 

DSM Tutorial”). 

 

2.3.2. Types of DSM 

DSM2can2be divided into four2types depending on the data types. It can be of 

components based in which all components of a product are taken as tasks and mapped 

on DSM. Similarly for team/people based, activity based or parameter based. The 

following table explains in brief about types of DSM: 

 

Table 2.3 – Types of DSM (Adapted from “Technical DSM Tutorial”) 

 

2.3.3. Sequencing and Clustering 

After drawing DSM we do some iteration known as Sequencing. It is the reordering of 

the DSM rows and columns such that the new DSM arrangement does not contain any 

feedback marks, thus transforming the DSM into an upper triangular form or lower 

triangular form in IC/FBD and IR/FAD convention respectively. For complex 

engineering systems, it is highly unlikely that simple row and column manipulation will 

result in an upper triangular form. Therefore, the analyst's objective changes from 

eliminating the feedback marks to moving them as close as possible to the diagonal 

(this form of the matrix is known as block triangular) (“Technical DSM Tutorial”). 

After Sequencing, our new/ goal becomes /finding subsets/ of DSMnelements (i.e. 

clustersnornmodules)/thatnarenmutuallyn inter-dependent. TypesnofnDSMn exclusive 
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or minimallyninteracting subsets, i.e./clusters as groupsnof elementsnthat are 

interconnectediamongnthemselves tonan importantnextent while/being little connected 

tonthe restnof thensystem. Thisnprocess isnreferrednas”"Clustering". In othernwords, 

clusters@absorbnmost, ifnnotnall, ofntheninteractions (i.e. DSMnmarks) internally and 

the interactions or links between separate clusters are eliminated or at leastvminimized. 

 

Here is an example of DSM before sequencing and after Clustering. 

 

Figure 2.5 - Example of DSM before Sequencing 

(Adapted from Yassine and Braha, 2003) 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Example of DSM after Sequencing and Clustering 

(Adapted from Yassine and Braha, 2003) 
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2.4. Domain Mapping Matrix 

So far we have focused on DSMs within individual domains, but many applications, 

such as a need to show the organizational unit responsible for each activity in a process, 

transcend a single domain. For richer models across domains, a single DSM usually 

will not suffice. Whereas a DSM is always a square matrix, rectangular matrices have 

long been used to map relationships across domains. The product domain contains at 

least two prominent sub-domains, functions and components. Most of the product DSM 

applications discussed are for components, although some model functions. Both sub-

domains matter, as does their relationship. The appropriate allocation of functions to 

components is a salient aspect of effective design. (Browning, 2016). 

Complexity arises from the relationships and dependencies among items such as 

product development-related tasks and activities, product functionality, components in 

a product architecture, and people involved in the process. Variation among and the 

number of dependencies and relations determines the level of complexity (Danilovic 

and sandkull, 2005). 

In 2001, Danilovic introduced 2 –D matrix’ studies on product architecture vs. 

organization and in another paper the same year a study on Systems vs. Organization 

(Danilovic and Sandkull, 2005). He presented studies of dependencies between dual 

domains in product development. These dual domain and matrix-based analyses are 

called DMM (Danilovic and Sandkull, 2005). The DSM/DMM approaches are 

complementary to each other. While the first focus on one domain the other one focus 

on interactions between domains. 

- N × N approach is named DSM, 

- N × P approach is named DMM. 

DMM is a rectangular two-dimensional matrix tool used to represent and analyze 

dependencies and relationships between two different domains. Domains can be 

• components1in the1product1architecture 

• tasks1in the1processes 

• people1in the1cross-functional1teams 

• Tools1used in process 

• Metrics used to measure needs and so on. 
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Figure 2.7 – Example of DMM (adapted from Shamsuzzoha, 2009) 

There1is no diagonal1in the matrix1around which1to cluster1items: items1can 

be1clustered anywhere1in the1matrix, using1 an1algorithms by1 Mccormick1et.all 

(Danilovic and Sandkull, 2005). 

While1a DSM1is always1a square1matrix, a DMM1will usually1be rectangular, 

although1it can be1square1in1cases where1two domains1contain an1equal number1of 

elements1in1their respective1systems. 

In 2003, in a another DMM, some DMM1analysis1was introduced, Product 

requirements vs. Functional1requirement, Functional1requirement vs. Product 

architecture, Product1requirement1vs. Product1specifications, and Functional 

requirement1vs. Product1specifications, and Product specifications vs. Product 

architecture (Danilovik and Sandkull, 2005). 

 

In 2004 Danilovic and Browning dubbed such matrices domain mapping matrices 

(DMMs) and proposed a “periodic table” of then existing and potential DMM models 

across five project domains: product, process, organization, tools, and goals and also 

across five product domains: product, specification, parameters, and functionality 

(Browning, 2016) as shown in figure 2.8 and 2.9. 
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Figure 2.8 - Periodic Table of DSMs and DMMs for Project System 

(Adapted from Danilovik and Browning, 2007) 

 

 

Figure 2.9 - Periodic Table of DSMs and DMMs for Product System 

(Adapted from Danilovik and Browning, 2007) 
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Several researchers have used the DMM to model and explore function-to-component 

relationships. As with many DMMs, the function-component DMM can be used to 

generate both DSMs: multiplying this DMM by its transpose yields either the function-

function or component-component DSM, depending on the order of operations. 

Bonjour et al. used this approach to derive a component DSM, which they then 

compared to a component DSM built through traditional methods. Danilovic and 

Browning (Danilovik and Browning, 2007) proposed additional product sub-domain 

DMMs, and further research is still needed to ground these in the engineering design 

literature and in relation to each other. (Browning, 2016) 

Finally, the1three1analyses involve1different1foci: 

 DSM1sequencing1is preferably1used to1analyze time1dependent items1such as 

activities1based on1the analysis1of information1flow and dependencies among them. 

However, Steward’s recent1work extends1the original1DSM approach to1focus on 

general1problem1solving. In1such an approach1the same1algorithm is1applied and 

the1analysis supports1identifying1the structure1of a problem, without1relation 

to1time1dimensions (Browning, 2016). 

 DSM clustering is preferable for analyzing time-independent systems or single-

domain analyses such as product architecture or project organization. 

 DMM2is preferable for analyzing relations and dependencies between domains 

and combinations2of different2domains. 

Withithisicomparison, weisee thatiDSM andiDMM differisubstantiallyiin pointsiof 

departure, objectiveiofianalysis, andipresentation ofidependencies. WhileiDSM 

employs both sequencing and1clustering, depending1on the1domain, we1have so far 

explored1 DMMs only1through clustering, although1sequencing1may also1be 

possible1if one1or more of the1domains contains a1time1basis. Generally, all1of 

the1approaches are1useful and1complementary (Danilovik and Browning, 2007). 

 

2.5. Multiple Domain Matrix 

As we have discussed that DMM is a two domain matrix. But problem arises when one 

have to deal with more than two domains. The importance of modeling both inter- and 

intra- domain relationships simultaneously led to the advent of MDMs. An MDM could 
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take the form of Danilovic and Browning’s (Danilovik and Browning, 2007) “periodic 

table,” an integration of various DSMs and their intervening DMMs. 

A MDM is1an extended1version of DSM1and DMM1methods that1includes three1or 

more different1domains1and1multiple relationships1which is1formed by1combining 

DSMs and DMMs. It1is a1square1matrix just like1DSM. Skeleton of a MDM is shown 

in figure 2.10. 

 

Figure 2.10 – Skeleton of MDM 

Figure12.11 shows1a general1MDM structure, consisting1of a symmetric1alignment 

of1elements on1both axes1and element1groups of1different1domains. This1formation 

causes1sub-matrices of DSM1and1DMM1types. 

 

Figure 2.11 – Example of MDM creation 
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Figure12.11 shows1a general1MDM structure, consisting1of a symmetric1alignment 

of1elements on1both axes1and element1groups of1different1domains. This1formation 

causes1sub-matrices of DSM1and1DMM1types. The1sub-matrices1aligned along1the 

MDM1diagonal1are DSMs, the1sub-matrices1in the upper1and lower1triangular1of the 

MDM1are consequentially1DMMs as shown1in figure12.11. MDM1help1to focus1on the 

result1analysis on1interdependencies, interactions1and exchange1information within1 

and across the domains (Eichinger et.al. 2006). 

In a MDM, bidirectional relationships are modeled, that is, the matrices in the upper 

and lower triangular of the MDM do not necessarily contain the same information. The 

MDM contains all intra- and inter-domain relations between the included domains. For 

example, the mutual relations between components and functions are modeled in the 

components-functions (directed impact from components to functions) matrix and the 

functions-components (directed impact from functions to components) matrix. For each 

domain combination two matrices exist that represent the directed relation between 

these domains. The MDM relations (the content of the MDM) are not necessarily 

symmetrical to the diagonal of the matrix, even if some sub-matrices may be 

symmetrical (a matrix that describes physical relations between components, for 

example, is always a symmetrical matrix due to the principle that action equals 

reaction). The aggregation of the product domains in a MDM offers new possibilities 

of interdependency analysis between the domains (Eichinger et.al. 2006). 

From the outset, MDM models have been used to help build and verify DSMs and 

DMMs. For example, Sosa used a product (component) DSM and a product-org 

(component-to-person) DMM to derive an org DSM of potential interactions for 

comparison with an org DSM built through traditional means—thus enabling a 

comparison of predicted and actual communications in software development. Senthil 

Kumar and Varghese used product and org DSMs to derive a process DSM in the 

construction industry. Other MDM applications have explored and supported change 

propagation, knowledge management, engineering design, and manufacturing systems. 

Because the implications of design or engineering changes reach across the product, 

process, and organizational domains, several have used MDM models to investigate 

change propagation in various industries. (Browning, 2016). 
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MDM research is still in its infancy with many researchers trying a variety of 

applications. Much recent work in the DSM community has focused on MDM models, 

yet many opportunities exist to further codify and standardize MDM terminology and 

methods, categorize application areas, and develop analysis techniques. Although 

clustering and sequencing have been used with DSMs, and clustering with DMMs, it 

remains unclear how best to analyze an MDM containing a mix of static and temporal 

DSMs. MDMs also hold great promise for the emerging fields of “big data,” data 

science, and analytics. For example, huge DSMs can capture relationships among large 

groups of people, and DMMs can map those people onto other domains, such as 

organizational memberships, product and service preferences, and purchasing habits. 

Analyzing all of this information in tandem reveals patterns, clusters, cycles, segments, 

associations, “hot spots,” and so on. (Browning, 2016). 

 

2.6. Quality Function Deployment 

Quality1function deployment1 (QFD) is ‘‘an1overall1concept that1provides a1means 

of1translating1customer requirements1into the appropriate1technical1requirements for 

each1stage of product1development and1production (i.e., marketing1strategies, 

planning, product1design and1engineering, prototype1evaluation, production1process 

development, production, sales)’’.  

Generally in past, Japanese industries started to formalize the QFD ideas when Mr. 

Oshiumi of the Kurume Mant plant of Bridgestone Tyre delivered a processing 

confirmation chart containing some of QFD's primary qualities in 1966 and K. Ishihara 

built up the thoughts of ''functional deployment of business'' like those of QFD and 

connected them to Matsushita in the late 1960s (Chan and Wu, 2002a). 

However, it1was Akao1who initially understood the1value of1this approach1in 1969 

and needed to1use its1power amid the1product design1stage so1that the1product 

design1attributes could1be changed over1into exact1quality control1focuses in1the 

manufacturing1quality1control1chart. After1a few industrial1trials, Akao composed1a 

paper1on this1new approach in11972 and called1it hinshitsu1tenkai (quality 

deployment). This1paper and1Nishimura (1972) were1the initial two1papers 

encouraging the1then new1idea of QFD1known toward the1West. Then it spread across 

the world. And more research was dedicated to QFD (Chan and Wu, 2002a). 
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2.6.1. Theory of QFD 

Quality1function1deployment1 (QFD) is “a system to assure that customer needs drive 

the product design and production process” (Sullivan, 1986). QFD1uses symbols and 

numerical rankings which thoroughly represents the connections between customer's 

needs, competitive and focused product, engineering metrics, and specifications. 

Ordinarily, aiQFD frameworkican be decomposed intoifouriinter-connected stagesito 

completely deployitheicustomer's needsistage byistage(Chan and Wu, 2002b). IniQFD, 

each stage's vital output (HOWs), created fromithe stage's inputsior information sources 

(WHATs), areichanged over intoithe following stage as1its data sources (new WHATs). 

So1each stage can1be portrayed1by a network1of "WHATs" and "HOWs", which1is 

simple and1advantageous to1manage in1practice. The1four QFD1stages include: 

Stage1I to make an interpretation of customer's needs into product configuration traits 

which will be called as technical measures; Stage II to make an interpretation of vital 

technical1measures into1parts qualities; Stage III1to make an interpretation of vital 

parts attributes into1process1operations; and1Stage IV1to make an interpretation of1key 

process1operations into everyday1production necessities. The principal stge of QFD, 

more often calledihouse ofiquality (HOQ), isiof strategiciand fundamental significance 

inithe QFDiframework, since it is in this stage theicustomer needsiforithe productiare 

identifiediand afterward, consolidate the2manufacturing organization's focused needs, 

changed over into suitable specialized measures to fulfill the necessities. 

At the end of the day, HOQ joins the "voice of the customer" toithe "voice of the 

technician" through whichiprocess and manufacturing arrangements canibe produced 

iniother stages ofithe QFD1framework. Aihouse ofiquality (HOQ) includes listiand 

examinationiof the "voice of the customer" whichiincorporates the customer 

irequirements forian product, customer's perceptions ion theirelative significance ofi 

these necessities andithe1relativeiexecution ofithe manufacturing organization and its 

principle rivals onithe requirements. It iadditionally requiresithe generationiand 

examination ofithe "voice of the technician" which iincorporates the technicalimeasures 

changed over fromithe customerineeds, experts' assessments onithe connection 

betweenievery customerineed and every technical imeasure, and2the execution of2the 

significant organizations as far as theseitechnical measures. 
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Figure No. 2.12 – Example of QFD (Adapted from QFD and House of Quality, n.d.) 

With such2a1lot of2data to1be gathered and2prepared, fabricating a HOQ1might be 

too1intricate to ever1be2finished and2tantamount. 

2.7. Connectivity Maps 

Generally, it is possible to set up a matrix of indirectly connected system elements and 

to note the linking causes in the matrix cells. Hereby, the causes mean the system 

elements that are sited on the path connecting the indirectly linked elements (Maurer & 

Braun, 2008). One researcher applied such a notation for “connectivity maps”, which 

indicate indirect dependencies in Domain-Mapping Matrices (DMMs) (Yassine et. al., 

2003). Figure 2.13 shows the exemplary creation of a C-Map.  
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If two DMMs are apparent that provide the direct links between elements from domain 

B to domain A and from domain A to domain C, the approach on C-Maps derives 

indirect links from elements of domain B to domain C. 

 

Figure 2.13 – Example of creating Connectivity Map (Adapted from Yassine et. al. 2003) 

The figure depicts these elements from domain A in the matrix cells of the resulting 

DMM that cause the indirect links. In practice, limits of applicability exist for this 

notation of indirect dependencies. Complex systems often possess a high quantity of 

indirect dependencies. Thus, matrices representing all indirect dependencies can becme 

difficult to read. As well, indirect dependencies do probably not pass by one further 

system element only. In fact, many indirect dependencies result from dependency 

chains spanning several system elements. There are six general possibilities to define 

indirect dependencies. If these are considered simultaneously, the quantity of indirect 

dependencies further increases. 

Figure 2.13 provides aasimple exampleaof a connectivityamap and presents1a 

schematic of1how it might1be constructed. As1shown in the1figure, the1roots of 

the1C-Map1can1be found1in relationship1maps. The1element types1B and C are1put 

on the1axes, while1their respective1relationships with1element type1A 

are1used*to1map*their1connection. 
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In1this example, the1numbers in1the cells*refer1to the particular1subelements of1A 

that1connect particular1subelements of1B and C. A couple of specific examples 

highlighted1in Figure 2.3 are (Yassine et. al., 2003): 

 subelement2A1*connects2subelement2B1 and2C1; and 

 subelement2A32connects2subelements*B32and2C7. 

Note that2some2subelements2of2B and C1might be1connected2by multiple 

subelements of A. For2instance, subelements2B7 and*C5 arei connected by*bothi sub-

elements A4*and*A5. Thisi means*that1both A41and*A51have relationships*with 

B71and1C5.  

If the.‘X’ marks in matrix.A and B are.replaced by a numerical.scheme (such as using 

‘1’ to indicate the.existence of a.relationship and ‘0’ to.indicate the absence), then.a 

numerical C-Map can be generated. A numerical C-Map can serve as an accounting 

ledger for.identifying what.connections are.complex. For.instance, if the ‘1’ or ‘0’ 

scheme.is used, then.those.cells that.have numbers.greater than 1 are.clearly 

indicating.the existence of multiple.relationships (Eppinger, 2001). Because.it is a 

matrix, .the connectivity.map is compact.and easily constructed and.modified, 

which.are important attributes in any.project management.tool. However, 

the.complexity in the C-Map is introduced.by the method.or code.used to capture the 

three-way.relationships (Yassine et. al., 2003). 

The key2step in2the development2of the2connectivity2map.is representing the 

connections between2the.three types2of subelements2in.such a way2that the map 

remains.compact yet2is still2able to2communicate information2and support2design2or 

management2analysis. The2marks in2the2cells, which2represent the2relationships 

(e.g. influence, dependence2and association) between2sub-elements must2be carefully 

designed. 

The2challenge2is for2the coded2marks in2the cells to2not2just indicate2the.existence 

of2a.relationship, but2also2to inform2on.an aspect2of that relation.by illuminating2the 

nature2of the2connection between2the three2types of elements. The2specific 

coding2or legend chosen is highly2dependent2on the particular2elements being studied 

and the complexity2of their inter-relationship. Numerical2rankings, symbols, .or 

colours can2be.used to2indicate the relative strengths, direction, .or2significance of 

the.relation. 
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Table: 2.4 Difference between DSM, DMM and MDM (Adapted from Shamsuzzoha, 2009) 

SPECIFICATION DSM DMM MDM 

 Single Domains 

Square Matrix 

Two Domains 

Square And 

rectangle 

Three or more 

Domains.Square 

iDirectional 

.Dependencyi 

SingleiDirectinal Bi-Directional Tri-directionaliand  

more.clustering 

.Partitioning 

algorithmi 

iSequencing, 

Clusteringi 

iTriangulisation 

iClustering of 

blocks along 

diagnoli 

 Clusteringii iClustering of 

iitems 

iIntegration 

iAnalysis 

iSequencing, 

iminimizing 

ifeedback loops, 

icluster of items 

iClustering iof 

items, 

dependencies ior 

interface 

iidentification 

iClusters of items 

idependencies or 

iinterface 

iidentification 

iRepesentaion iInformation flow 

ibetween 

icomponents, 

iorganization vs 

operations 

iInformation flow 

ibetween 

icomponents vs 

ispecifications 

product 

architecture ivs 

operational 

iprocesses 

iInformation flow 

among 

components ivs 

architecture vs 

ioperational 

process .etci 

However, unless2the A–C (or A–B) relation2is very2simple, an alphanumeric2code. 

(or symbol or2colour) will2probably have.to be developed2for the subelements of A 

to2keep the2connectivity2map relatively compact andiintuitive. If the relationships are 

extremely complex, theiC-Mapican becomeioverwhelmed oriequivocal. There.is 

only.few research.found dedicated.to or involving. “Connectivity Maps” in PD. 
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2.8. Drawbacks of current methods and research gaps 

Allithe aforementioned matrix-baseditools provideisome insight into2the2dependency 

structure2of aicomplex systemior2process (i.e. a2dependency2map). However, they 

fail2to exposeiand explore theilogic behind2theseidependencies. (Yassine et all., 2003) 

Foriexample, if anielement B is shownito relate toianother element C, it is noticlear 

why andihow this relationiexists andiwhere itistemsifrom. 

If it is done so, the analyst will be capable of understanding the complexity of a system 

better and in turn has more information to manage these dependencies and leverage 

them to the improvement of system performance. (Shoval et all, 2016) 

Even C-Map fails to accommodate multiple dimensions in more than one way. For 

example, one needs to develop three Connective Maps to ensure that a designer may 

need to study any relationship between any domain i.e. linkage between A and B via C 

or between A and C via B or between Band C via A. So a need is felt to develop a new 

system of capturing relationships among domains and both inter- and intra- domains 

with the cause of that linkage. This is the very objective of this research. 

2.9 Objectives of the Dissertation: 

The key objectives of this dissertation are as follows: 

 To analyze the current matrix based methods used in PD for capturing the 

relationships within a factor and among factors. 

 To develop a matrix based method capable of capturing, visualizing, and 

drawing conclusions about a product's architecture, its complexity, and 

modularity. 

 To illustrate the constructions, working, and superiority of the new method by 

comparing it with the present methods by using one example. 

 To communicate, in the example, what attributes are emerging, what 

combinations of factors are interacting to cause or create particular attributes. 
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Chapter 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

The methodology followed during this research is clearly explained in this chapter. 

Each step of research is fragmented into a number of steps and is clearly demarcated 

and elaborated. The outline of the steps is shown in figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 – Outline of Research Methodology 
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3.1. Collection of Literature 

In orderito find relevantiarticles concerning theiresearch objectives, aisystematic 

literature review wasiconducted. Using aibroad range of sourcesiresulted in the 

sufficientiliterature to conductithis study. Onlineidatabases of technicali& management 

publishersiwere used, viz. ScienceiDirect, Emerald Insight, Inderscience, Tayloriand 

Francis, IEEE online, iGoogle  Scholar, etc. 

With theipurpose of finding relevantiliterature for this study keywordsiwere used based 

on preliminaryireadings andilogical thinking. Asithe research context wasidescribed, 

theimain concepts are productidevelopment, relationshipimatrix, productiarchitecture, 

modularity, information management andiclustering. Usingithese as a guidelineia list 

of the keywordsithat are relatedito the main conceptsiwas drawn. Theikeywords 

usediare presentedibelow. The articlesifound in theipreliminary searchibased on 

theikeywords were filterediby groundingion the relevanceiin title andiabstract of the 

articles. Inithe second phase, anotheriselection took placeiby using anothericriterion so 

thatithe most relevantiarticles wouldiremain forifurther review. The keywordsiused for 

finding relevantiarticles were:  

 Product idevelopment 

 Productiidesign 

 Design iStructure iMatrixi 

 Domain iMapping iMatrix 

 Multi iDomain iMatrix 

 Connectivity iMaps 

 Use of DSM in Product Design/Development 

 

3.2. Planning scope of research 

After studying the number of papers on the use of DSM, DMM, MDM and C-Maps a 

gap in research is identified. A plan to develop a new method capable of capturing 

multiple domains and the cause of the relationship through other variable and test its 

utility and viability was formed. 

So the scope of the research is limited to that only. The product chosen is bicycle 

because it is quite common and it is easy to find the customers to understand their needs 
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w.r.t. bicycle. Also, it is easy to visualize, identify the components and their 

interactions.  

Thereafter, three domains were chosen to capture their relationships because it is easy 

to show the interaction of three domain MDM here in the report as complexity and size 

increase with a number of domains. Three domains chosen were Customer’s Needs, 

Components of the bicycle (mentioned as ‘components’ in report hereafter) and Metrics 

to measure the needs (mentioned as ‘metrics’ in the report hereafter). 

The success of theiDSM method is determinediby an appropriate system decomposition 

and by the accuracyiof the dependence relationships. Therefore, iit is vital to 

decompose the system underistudy carefullyiinto a comprehensiveiset of meaningful 

systemielements. So each domain is decomposed into sub-elements as given in next 

points. 

3.3. Identifying Customer Needs 

Needs are consumer’s desires from specific product or problemsithat customersiintend 

to solve with theipurchase of a goodior service. These areicritical sensibleiperceptions 

that customersiuse to evaluateivarious products/services. Howeverigreat your 

productior service is, ithe straightforwarditruth is that nobodyiwill purchase it in the 

eventithat they don't need it. Also, youiwon't convinceianybody thatithey needior need 

to purchaseiwhat you're putting forthiunless you obviouslyicomprehend what itiis your 

customeritruly need. 

So to get the real need of the customers a survey was done in Jaipur city at many bicycle 

shops at various location of Jaipur city of Rajasthan, India. Customer who visited these 

shops to purchase bicycle were directly contacted and asked about their desires and 

expectations from the bicycle. The target customers were the youth of age range 15 

years to 30 years of age and that too only those who opted for ranger style of bicycle. 

A small range and a particular style of the product are chosen so as to get accurate data 

with least possible deviations. Because different age groups have different needs and 

different style of product fulfills different needs. 

After getting the needs, they were refined, cut shorts into short and simple language 

and some clubbed to other need looking similar to each other to avoid the duplication. 
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Then each Need is given a number to represent in matrices of DSM, DMM, MDM, and 

C-Maps. The list of final needs identified is given in Table 3.1. 

Table no. 3.1 – List of Needs 

Need Number Need 

N1 Economical 

N2 Good Looking 

N3 Less Shocks 

N4 Less Force required 

N5 Seating Comfort 

N6 Light Weight 

N7 Strong Built 

N8 Maneuverability 

N9 Easy Brakes 

N10 High Speed 

N11 All Terrain 

 

3.4. Converting Needs into Metrics 

There is a wise old saying, you can only manage what you can measure, and this applies 

to PD also. Metrics are the parameters that can beimeasured used by engineers to 

measure the needs. Metricsiare needed to understand theilevel of processiperformance, 

project performance, and productiperformance. They are needed to setigoals and 

measure the trend and rate of improvement. 

Properimetrics needito be selected. Improper metricsican optimize theiperformance of 

a productidevelopment sub-process atithe expenseiof global sub-optimization. 

Improper metrics canirequire significantieffort to collect data andidevelop without 

providing meaningfuliinformation of any realibenefit. Criteria for effectiveimetrics are: 

 Keep themisimple and minimum 

 Base themion ibusiness objectives and the ibusiness iprocess – avoid ithose that 

icause dysfunctional ibehavior 

 Keepithem practical – avoidimetrics thatirequire significantiadditional data 

collection andieffort 
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List of needs was presented to the expert in the field of the bicycle to get convert them 

into appropriate metrics. Metrics of each need is given in Table 3.2. 

Table No. 3.2 – List of Needs and their metrics 

Need 

No. 

Need Metric 

N1 Economical Cost per unit 

N2 Good Looking Appearance Ratings (AR) 

N3 Less Shocks Suspension Spring Stiffness,Vibration Coefficient 

N4 Less Force required Mechanical Advantage 

N5 Seating Comfort Height, Length 

N6 Light Weight Kerb Weight 

N7 Strong Built Frame Toughness 

N8 Maneuverability Speed, Kerb Weight, Height, Length 

N9 Easy Brakes Brake Friction 

N10 High Speed Speed, Sprocket-Teeth Ratio, Lubricant Viscosity 

N11 All Terrain Height, Frame Toughness, Tyre Width 

Just like needs, each Metric is given a particular number to be represented in matrices 

as shown in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 – List of Metrics 

Metric No. Metrics 

M1 Frame Toughness 

M2 Mechanical Advantage 

M3 Appearance Ratings (AR) 

M4 Kerb Weight 

M5 Suspension Spring Stiffness 

M6 Sprocket-Teeth Ratio 

M7 Height 

M8 Length 

M9 Lubricant Viscosity 

M10 Tyre Width 

M11 Brake Friction 

M12 Vibration Coefficient 

M13 Cost 

M14 Speed 
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3.5. Identifying components 

Componentsiare physical assemblies1or parts1of a product1that are decomposed1to a 

defined level of detail. The component can be a part or a subassembly has multiple parts 

fulfilling any particular need. In short components are subsections of the product. 

Components of the bicycle are identified with the help of a subject expert in bicycle 

manufacturing. List of components and their number is given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 – List of Components 

Component Number Component 

C1 Pedal & Crank 

C2 Chain Ring 

C3 Chain Set 

C4 Hub 

C5 Wheel 

C6 Frame 

C7 Brake Set 

C8 Brake Lever 

C9 Seat 

C10 Suspensions 

C11 Handle 

C12 Carrier 

C13 Fender 

C14 Tyres 

 

3.6. Creating DSM of each domain 

Onceithe appropriate system elementsior setiof activitiesithat comprisei a projectihave 

beeniidentified, theyiare listediin the DSM as rowiand column labelsiin the sameiorder. 

The elementsiwithin the matrixiare then identifiediby asking theiappropriate managers 

or expertiin the group for theiminimum set ofiparameters thatiinfluence their ownisub-

system andicontribute toiits behavior. 

Approach and steps to create a DSM are explained below: 

This section is taken and adapted from Qi Dong’s Ph.D. Thesis, MIT, 2002. 

3.6.1.  Defineithe isystem iand itsiscope 

SinceitheiDSM is aitool thatistudies theidesigniprocess asia systemiwith many 

interacting elements, itiis importantito define theiboundary of theisystem in 

orderito focusitheiresearch work. Differentisystem definitioniresults inithe 

differentioutputiof theiDSM. 
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3.6.2.  Listiall theisystemielements 

Initially, ithe system elementsican be chosenibased on the existingiprojectiplans, 

engineers’ isuggestions, ietc. The authoriof theiDSM usuallyidefines theiinitial 

setiof systemielements based on theireading ofidesign documentation. However, 

experienceishows that theiinitially definedisystem elements oftenineed to be 

modifiediin the process ofiassigning interactionsito them. A criticalireview of the 

listiof elements in collaborationiwith engineeringistaff or other relevant expertsiis 

thereforeinecessary. 

3.6.3.  Study theiinformation flowibetween systemielements 

Theithird stepiis toistudy theiinformation flowibetween systemielements. 

Readingitheidesign documentsias wellias interviewingiexperiencediengineers 

whoiwere workingion the particular product2is a good source of knowledge. Since 

the DSM is a tool to analyze the design project and2to seek2improvements, it 

is2important that2theidata is2accurate. Althoughitalking to engineers iniperson isi 

time-consuming, the@interviewer can@usually@gather@accurate 

informationiand gainia very goodiinsight into theisystem. However, 

wheninecessary, oneimay haveito tradeithe speediof dataicollection withithe 

quality of theidata.  

Step12 and Step13 are highly iterative. A very1deep understanding1of the 

system1usually 

resultsiinimodificationiofitheiinitialisystemielements.Theisystemielementsiin this 

thesis1 researchi were1 modifiedi many times1 during the1 interviews 

and1documentation readings1in order1to represent1theisystem1accurately. 

3.6.4.  Complete1the1matrix to1represent1the information1flow 

Having collected the elementsiand the dependencies, initially, a1binaryi DSM1can 

be built1to represent1the basic1  dependency1structurei and1 information1flowsi 

between1variousi system elements. A1 binary DSM1serves as a1 good 

startifor1preliminary1analysis; however, a1better understandingiof the1system 

(or1project) mightirequire the use1of ainumerical DSM thatiwill provide 

betterisystem understanding1andiallow for moreidetailed1analysis.   

3.6.5.  Give the matrix to the engineers and managers to comment on and use 

DSM1provides1aid to design1engineers andiengineering managersito 

understandithe design processibetter andiapproach theicommunicationimore 
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systematically. Hence, itheiconstructed DSM’s areiusually providedito the 

engineersiand manageriwho participatediin theiribuilding to receiveicomments. 

Thisicreates, on the oneihand, transparencyiabout theibenefits ofibuilding a1DSM, 

as1seeing the1entire picture of1the design process1like never before1makes1many 

engineers1rethink their1current practice, and1seek improvements. On1the 

other1hand, the collection1of comments1can further1aid the refinement1of the 

structure1of the1DSM. 

 

3.7. Creating DMMs 

In1order to1demonstrate the1information exchange1among needs, components1and 

metrics, three DMMs are created with the help of subject expert naming need-

component DMM, component-metric DMM, and need Metric DMM. 

3.8. Creating MDM 

As explained above, an MDM is a matrix capable of capturing relationships both intra- 

and inter- domains. It is formed by combining DSMs and DMMs. As DSMs and DMMs 

have already been created this task becomes so easy. The only point is to take care of 

the order of domains. One has to put domains in the same order in rows as that in a 

column otherwise resulting matrix will be of no use. 

It is to be noted that in DSMs, DMMs, and MDM, there is no use of clustering, tearing 

or partitioning done because it is out of the scope of this research. The aim1of the 

research is1to1develop a new method1not to solve the DSM, DMM or MDM. These 

have been created for the very same reason as mentioned below: 

 DSMs will be used in connective MDM, a new matrix as the outcome of this 

research. 

 All the three DMMs will be used for developing C-Maps which in turn used to 

develop connective MDM. 

 MDM will be used to comparing with the new method showing the superiority of 

new matrix. 

3.9. Developing Connectivity Maps 

 A Connectivity Map is formed by using two DMMs having one common domain and 

one different domain. Formation process is already explained in Chapter 1, 
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‘Introduction’. Three C-Maps have been created from three DMMs i.e. Components vs 

Needs via Metrics, Needs vs Metrics via Components, and Components vs Metrics via 

Needs. These will also be used for Connective MDM. 

 

3.10. Connective MDM 

Now the last step is to create a matrix that is able to explain all the possible 

relationships. Creating a Connective MDM matrix is similar to MDM, the only 

difference is that instead of DMMs Connective Maps formed in section 3.9 are used. 
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Chapter 4 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

4.1. DSMs 

The DSMs created with the help of subject expert are shown in the the figure 4.1, 4.2 

and 4.3 each DSM show the relationship among the components in the very same 

domain i.e. Need, Metric and Components.  

A relationship between any two elements is shown by ‘X’ in the matrix and blank cells 

shows that there is no relationship between the respective elements of the matrix. For 

example ‘less shocks is connected to economical so a ‘X’ is marked in the 

corresponding cell. It is to be kept in mind that only significant relations are marked. 

There may be components related slightly and those relationships are not considered to 

ease the process of this research. 

 

Figure 4.1 - DSM of Needs 

The standard approach to DSMs, like sequencing, partitioning, clustering and tearing, 

can be applied here to get a better result. But it is kept out of the scope of this study. 

These DSMs are directly used as it is in MDM and Connective MDM. 
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Figure 4.2 - DSM of Metrics 
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Figure 4.3 - DSM of Components 

4.2. DMM 

DMMs were created to capture the relationships among the components of two different 

domains. In this stage also all the DMMs were created with subject expert’s advice. 

Here also only significant level of relationships are taken into account. ‘X’ in a matrix 

shows that a relation exists between the respective elements of the domains. 
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Figure 4.4 - Components-Needs DMM 
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Figure 4.5 - Needs-Metrics DMM 
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Figure 4.6 - Components-Metrics DMM 

4.3. MDM 

A MDM is created by combining all three DSMs and three DMMs. One also need to 

take transpose of three DMMs to fill the entire matrix of MDM. This MDM is very 

basic one and shows relationships among intra- and inter- domains’ components. This 

is very useful but it do not show the cause of any relationship and also the level of the 

relationship. This MDM is used to be compared with the Connective MDM, final matrix 

of the new method developed out of this study. 
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Figure 4.7 - Needs-Metrics-Components MDM 
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4.4. Connectivity Maps 

Following the steps mentioned in chapter 3, three C-maps were created to gain the 

insights into the relationships among components of two domains and the cause of those 

relationships i.e. connectivity elements. Three maps created are shown in figure 4.8, 

4.9, 4.10 

 

Figure 4.8 - Need-Metric Connectivity Map via Component 
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In this C-map, one can see the relationship and also the connectivity element. For 

example, need ‘Easy Brakes’ (N9) is linked with metric ‘Appearance Ratings (AR)’ 

(M3) via C7 i.e. Brake sets. Hence these matrices are very helpful in understanding the 

complex relationships in an easy way. 

The color code, relationship have five or more connective elements is given Red and 

yellow to four elements is given to the important relationships in all C-maps as they are 

affecting the most number of the connective element. Rest of the relationships are 

treated at a normal level. This will benefits the reader or PD team to read the level of 

relationships and identify the critical ones. 

 

Figure 4.9 - Component-Metric Connectivity Map via Need 
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Figure 4.10 - Component-Need Connectivity Map via Metric 
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4.5. Connective MDM 

The goal of the example given in this study is to capture, envision, and reach 

conclusions about a product's architecture, its perplexing complexity, and its capacity 

to help effective, sensible changes that can adjust the customer-perceived traits. The 

final result of this study is shown in the matrix called ‘Connective MDM’ (in figure 

4.11). As stated in chapter 3, it is formed by joining the three DSMs shown in figure 

4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, three C-Maps are shown in figure 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 and the transpose 

of these C-Maps. Just like conventional MDM, Connective MDM’s diagonal matrices 

are DSMs showing the relationships across the elements of the same domain, like 

components. 

In figure 4.11, one can see that it captures the relationships in three domains’ 

components with the connective components like M4 and C5 have some relationship 

or dependencies via connectivity elements N1, N7, N8, and N9. 

It shows which combinations of relationships are most important or critical for the 

product architecture or to satisfy the customer needs. The most important relationships 

are given red colour, slightly less important is given yellow colour and normal linkages 

are given white colour. For example in the connective MDM shown in figure 4.11, the 

strongest level of relationship exists between M4 and N6 as it has six connective 

elements, most in the matrix. Whereas those cells which do not have any entry i.e. blank 

cells represents that there are no relationships like the cell across C2 and M12. 
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Figure 4.11 – Connective MDM 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

This study has presented the construction and utility of a DSM, DMM, MDM, C-Map, 

and Connective MDM. A compact, simple, and matrix-based framework for 

recognizing, capturing and surveying connections between various sorts of components 

is presented. It can be utilized with physical components of a product, processes or 

activities of PD process, consumer needs, and product attributes, raw materials 

requirements and also to assess products or processes. A procedure for creating the C-

Map was displayed, alongside basic example to show the construction and analysis of 

that matrix. An example of the bicycle was also presented which clears the approach of 

this new method. 

From the discussion in chapter 3 and 5, it can be specified that a C-Map has three 

components. These diverse component groups can be marked as row components, 

column components, and the connectivity components. The connectivity component 

ought to be objective, subject to quantification, and should bolster the improvement or 

development of the column component from the row component. The connectivity 

components should state what needs the column components ought to fulfill with a 

specific end goal to create or bolster the coveted state represented by the row 

components. From the column components' perspective, the column components speak 

to how the connectivity components will be supported and satisfied. Following the very 

same logic, in general, the relationship model of the components in any C-Map can be 

shown as: 

What  What  How 

That is, the row components depict "What" is desired. The connectivity components 

depict impartially "What" the row components appeal from the column components. 

The column components portray "How" the target requirement of the connectivity 

components will be met. 

In a first look, connective MDM looks similar to conventional MDM but if one pay 

close attention then the real difference between both will emerge. Each relationship or 

dependencies are clearly stated in this matrix and that too showing the linkage to third 

domain’s components. One can get why and how a relationship exists and which the 
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third factor will be affected by this relationship. This shows the superiority of this 

matrix over conventional MDM. 

A major benefit of Connective MDM is that it not only establishes the relationship 

through connectivity element but also determines the level of relationship or 

dependency i.e. strong or weak linkage. The level can be established by simply looking 

at the number of connective elements, more the number of connective elements stronger 

is the relationship.  

Connective MDM can be used in any industry or any project. It can be used in Project 

management where the need is to capture the dependencies among various activities 

that too of different departments maintaining their hierarchy, sequence or precedence. 

Similarly, it can be used in a multi-project scenario where one needs to keep in mind 

the dependencies of activities in different projects. 

Further, the systemic structure proposed in this research has a wide range of application 

and can be utilized to enhance execution, managerial capacities, and adequacy of any 

industry. 
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Chapter 6 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

This research is very limited and conducted just to develop a new method of capturing 

complex relationships which are easy to understand. The main limitation of this study 

is that this method is developed keeping the only PD in mind. Its utility is also checked 

by only one example in PD only and that too from a single city. Generalization can be 

expanded by gathering information from different nations and from diverse industries. 

This method can be used to conduct more case studies to enrich it, confirm its 

robustness and effectiveness in all industries. Its utility can be checked in project 

management and any other areas where DSM has proved very helpful. 

Another limitation of this research is that sequencing, partitioning, tearing and/or 

clustering of DSM, DMM, and MDM is not done. This is because the main aim of this 

research is to compare Connective MDM and conventional MDM and to prove the 

superiority of new method over MDM. This can be done without these mentioned steps. 

But one can try to compare these two after clustering or sequencing. This comparison 

may give a better result. 

The example in this research is based on the expert advice of a single subject expert to 

gain insights into components of bicycle and capturing relationships in three domains. 

This concerns legitimacy and reliability of the study. It presumes that the respondent 

knows about PD, DSM, and DMM and have the required level learning and experience. 

So in future, this method can be tested by getting data from multiple respondents to 

increase the reliability. 

This research is conducted by using only three domains and not account the level of 

relationship or dependencies i.e. strong or weak or moderate. It assumes that all 

linkages are of the same level. This is not true in all cases in this dynamic and complex 

world. Therefore in a follow-up research can be dedicated to checking the effectiveness 

of connective MDM with taking into account the different level of dependencies. 

There is very less research done for developing the algorithm for clustering the MDM 

which can be served as the topic of research.
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